ETHICS
& GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
LIVING-LEARNING COMMUNITY
INFORMATION SESSION
HIGHLIGHTS

● Live together in Few Quad
● Attend social events
● Discuss ethical issues in the fall House Course
● Go on a spring trip
HOUSE COURSE

COVID-19 and Economic Class

GameStop and Financial Ethics

Race and College Admissions

Afghanistan and Military Ethics

Spatial Inequality and Housing Policy

Museums and Decolonization
SOCIAL EVENTS

NC State Fair
Mapleview Farms
Brunch Downtown
Game Nights
PAST TRIPS

NEW ORLEANS
Race, Education, and Environment

TUCSON
Immigration, Environment, and the Border

PUERTO RICO
Natural Disasters and Resilience
MORE INFORMATION

https://kenan.ethics.duke.edu/livinglearning-community/

Applications Posted Friday 1/28
Applications Due Friday 2/4*

*subject to change. the website will have the updated application deadline.